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couplets, and less frequently in other forms. The couplets assonate
together; the lines of quatrains alternatively. Assonance, however,
is too strict a term to apply to the elusive echoes of these verses, in
which exact equivalence of rhyme gives way to assonance and
assonance to echo, and the pattern of sound is like the ringing of
a bell, now clear, now barely perceptible, in a high wind. This
elusiveness one may take to be a consciously applied resource of
the ballad-monger's simple art. The verses of the Viser' concern
the precentor; the chorus of dancers joins in with the refrain,
which may be some simple ejaculation (as £Binnorie, O Binnorie'),
or some vaguely lyrical evocation (as 'when the norland flowers
spring bonny5), or something relevant to the story itself (as cThor
is taming his foals on the common5 in the ballad of Thor ofAsgard);
it may be repeated within the quatrain, or some other refrain be
there used. The rhythmic pattern of these lines is very free; the
verses, however, are essentially four-accent lines, with consider-
able freedom in the use of unstressed syllables and the loss of one
accent in the second and fourth lines. Many Scottish ballads have
this form, though others have no refrain. There is also a remark-
able community of subjects in the oldest strata of English and
Scandinavian balladry which points to an original unity of impulse.
Despite the ancient and respectable testimony of Sir Aldingar, it
would be too bold to base this unity on the Danelaw and Canute's
empire, which joined our island to Denmark and Norway in an
imposing thalassocracy. Though that empire vanished, there re-
mained commercial and cultural links between the seafarers of the
North Sea. Scottish affairs interested Scandinavian poets as late
as the seventeenth century, and Swedish balladry sings of an
individual Scot, Malcolm Sinclair, who perished at Breslau in
June 1739. While the Scandinavian countries show a virtual
identity of ballad resources, the English and Scottish poems stand
also in special relationship with the songs of France and Germany.
Whether Denmark or the Danelaw witnessed the birth of this kind
of folk-poetry is debatable; it is certain that the most numerous
and worthy representatives of the style are Danish.
The same word (Weise) is found in Germany to denote rather
the melody than the text of German ballads. For them there is
only one word historically justified, 'Lieder'. In more recent times
the word has been modified as 'Volkslieder', folk-songs, without
greatly increasing its precision. 'Lied' may be applied to almost

